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Abstract
Wepropose aNETT (augmentedNETworkTikhonov) regularization as a novel data-driven
reconstruction framework for solving inverse problems. An encoder-decoder type network defines a
regularizer consisting of a penalty term that enforces regularity in the encoder domain, augmented by
a penalty that penalizes the distance to the signalmanifold.We present a rigorous convergence analysis
including stability estimates and convergence rates. For that purpose, we prove the coercivity of the
regularizer usedwithout requiring explicit coercivity assumptions for the networks involved.We
propose a possible realization together with a network architecture and amodular training strategy.
Applications to sparse-view and low-dose CT show that aNETT achieves results comparable to state-
of-the-art deep-learning-based reconstructionmethods. Unlike learned iterativemethods, aNETT
does not require repeated application of the forward and adjointmodels during training, which
enables the use of aNETT for inverse problemswith numerically expensive forwardmodels.
Furthermore, we show that aNETT trained on coarsely sampled data can leverage an increased
sampling rate without the need for retraining.
1. Introduction
Various applications inmedical imaging, remote sensing and elsewhere require solving inverse problems of the
form
h= +d dy xK , 1.1( )
where  K: is an operator betweenHilbert spacesmodeling the forward problem, hd is the data
perturbation, Îd y is the noisy data and Î x is the sought for signal. Inverse problems are well analyzed
and several established approaches for its stable solution exist [1, 2]. Recently, neural networks and deep learning
appeared as new paradigms for solving inverse problems [3–7]. Several approaches based on deep learning have
been developed, including post-processing networks [8–12], regularizing null-space networks [13, 14], plug-
and-play priors [15–17], deep image priors [18, 19], variational networks [20, 21], network cascades [22, 23],
learned iterative schemes [24–29] and learned regularizers [30–33].
Classical deep learning approachesmay lack data consistency for unknowns very different from the training
data. To address this issue, in [31] a deep learning approach namedNETT (NETworkTikhonov) regularization
has been introducedwhich considersminimizers of theNETT functional
a+a dd  x x y xK E, . 1.2y, ( ) ≔ ( ) ( ( )) ( )
Here,  is a similaritymeasure,  XE: is a trained neural network, X  ¥: 0,[ ]a functional and a > 0
a regularization parameter. In [31] it is shown that under suitable assumptions, NETT yields a convergent
regularizationmethod. This in particular includes provable stability guarantees and error estimates.Moreover, a
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1.1. The augmentedNETT
One of themain assumptions for the analysis of [31] is the coercivity of the regularizer E◦ which requires
special care in network design and training. In order to overcome this limitation, we propose an augmented
formof the regularizer for whichwe are able to rigorously prove coercivity.More precisely, forfixed >c 0, we
considerminimizers a
dx of the augmentedNETT functional
a+ + -a dd  x x y x
c







( ) ≔ ( ) ( ( )) ( ◦ )( ) ( ) 
Here, ´  ¥  : 0,[ ] is a similaritymeasure and  D E:◦ is an encoder-decoder network trained
such that for any signal x on a signalmanifold we have x xD E( ◦ )( )  and that xE( ( )) is small.We term this
approach augmentedNETT (aNETT) regularization. In this workwe provide amathematical convergence
analysis for aNETT, present a novelmodular training strategy and investigate its practical performance.
The term xE( ( )) implements learned prior knowledge on the encoder coefficients, while smallness of
-x xD E 2
2( ◦ )( )  forces x to be close to the signalmanifold. The latter term also guarantees the coercivity of
(1.3). In the originalNETT version (1.2), coercivity of the regularizer requires coercivity conditions on the
network involved. Indeed, in the numerical experiments, the authors of [31] observed a semi-convergence
behaviourwhenminimizing (1.2), so early stopping of the iterativeminimization scheme has been used as
additional regularization.We attribute this semi-convergence behavior to a potential non-coercivity of the
regularization term. In the present paperwe address this issue systematically by augmentation of theNETT
functional which guarantees coercivity and allows amore stableminimization. Coercivity is also onemain
ingredient for themathematical convergence analysis.
An interesting practical instance of aNETT takes as aweightedℓq-norm enforcing sparsity of the encoding
coefficients [34, 35]. An important example for the similaritymeasure is given by the squared normdistance,
which froma statistical viewpoint can bemotivated by aGaussianwhite noisemodel. General similarity
measures allow us to adapt to different noisemodels which can bemore appropriate for certain problems.
1.2.Main contributions
The contributions of this paper are threefold. As described inmore detail below, we introduce the aNETT
framework,mathematically analyze its convergence, and propose a practical implementation that is applied to
tomographic limited data problems.
• Thefirst contribution is to introduce the structure of the aNETT regularizer = + x xE( ) ( ( ))
-c x xD E2 2
2( ) ( ◦ )( )  . A similar approach has been studied in [36] for a linear encoder E. However, in this
paper we do not assume that the image x consists of two components u and v but rather assume that there is
some transformation E inwhich the signal x has some desired property such as, for example, sparsity. The
term xE( ( )) enforces regularity of the analysis coefficients, which is an ingredient inmost of existing
variational regularization techniques. For example, this includes sparse regularization in frames or
dictionaries, regularizationwith Sobolev norms or total variation regularization. On the other hand, the
augmented term -x xD E 2
2( ◦ )( )  penalized distance to the signalmanifold. It is the combination of these
two terms that results in a stable reconstruction schemewithout the need of strong assumptions on the
involved networks.
• The secondmain contribution is the theoretical analysis of aNETT (1.3) in the context of regularization
theory.We investigate the case where the image domain of the encoder is given by X = L2ℓ ( ) for some
countable setΛ, and is a coercive functionalmeasuring the complexity of the encoder coefficients. The
presented analysis is in the spirit of the analysis ofNETT given in [31]. However, opposed toNETT, the
required coercivity property is derived naturally for the class of considered regularizers. This supports the use
of the regularizer also from a theoretical side.Moreover, the convergence rates results presented here use
assumptions significantly different from [31].While we present our analysis for the transformdomain
X = L2ℓ ( )we could replace the encoder space by a generalHilbert or Banach space.
• As a thirdmain contributionwe propose amodular strategy for training D E◦ togetherwith a possible network
architecture. First, independent of the given inverse problem,we train a-penalized autoencoder that learns
representing signals from the training datawith low complexity. In the second step, we train a task-specific
networkwhich can be adapted to the specific inverse problem at hand. In our numerical experiments, we
empirically found thismodular training strategy to be superior to directly adapting the autoencoder to the
inverse problem. For the-penalized autoencoder, we train themodified version described in [37] of the
tight frameU-Net of [38] in away such that poses additional constraints on the autoencoder during the
training process.
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1.3.Outline
In section 2we present themathematical convergence analysis of aNETT. In particular, as an auxiliary result, we
establish the coercivity of the regularization term.Moreover, we prove stability and derive convergence rates.
Section 3 presents practical aspects for aNETT.We propose a possible architecture and training strategy for the
networks, and a possible ADMMbased scheme to obtainminimizers of the aNETT functional. In section 4, we
present reconstruction results and compare aNETTwith other deep learning based reconstructionmethods.
The paper concludes with a short summary and discussion. Parts of this paper were presented at the ISBI 2020
conference and the corresponding proceedings [39]. Opposed to the proceedings, this article treats a general
similaritymeasure  and considers a general complexitymeasure. Further, all proofs and all numerical
results presented in this paper are new.
2.Mathematical analysis
In this sectionwe prove the stability and convergence of aNETT as regularizationmethod.Moreover, we derive
convergence rates in the formof quantitative error estimates between exact solutions for noise-free data and
aNETT regularized solutions for noisy data. To this endwemake the assumption that we can achieve global
minimizers of the functional (1.3) and analyze the properties of these solutions. This is a common assumption in
variational regularization approaches and is adopted in this work. Extending the analysis to consider only local
minima is consiberablymore difficult and is out of the scope of this paper.
2.1. Assumptions and coercivity results
For our convergence analysis wemake use of the following assumptions on the underlying spaces and operators
involved.
Condition 2.1.
(A1)  and  areHilbert spaces.
(A2) X = L2ℓ ( ) for a countableΛ.
(A3)  K: is weakly sequentially continuous.
(A4)  XE: is weakly sequentially continuous.
(A5) X  D: is weakly sequentially continuous.
(A6) X  ¥: 0,[ ] is coercive andweakly sequentially lower semi-continuous.We set N D E≔ ◦ and, for
given >c 0, define
 ¥ + -  x x c x xE N: 0, :
2
, 2.12
2[ ] ( ( )) ( ) ( )  
whichwe refer to as the aNETT (or augmentedNETT) regularizer.
According to (A4)–(A6), the aNETT regularizer is weakly sequentially lower semi-continuous. As amain
ingredient for our analysis we next prove its coercivity.
Theorem2.2Coercivity of the aNETT regularizer. If Condition 2.1 holds, then the regularizer  ¥ : 0,[ ]
as defined in (2.1) with =N D E◦ is coercive.
Proof. Let Îxn n( ) be some sequence in  such that Î xn n( ( )) is bounded. Then by definition of it follows
that Î xE n n( ( ( ))) is bounded and by coercivity of we have that ÎxE n n( ( )) is also bounded. By assumption,
D is weakly sequentially continuous and thus ÎxN n n( ( ) )  must be bounded.Using that >c 0, we obtain the
inequality - + + x x x x c x xN N N2 2 4 2n n n n n n2 2 2 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )        . This shows that
Îxn n( ) is bounded and therefore that is coercive. ,
Example 2.3 Sparse aNETT regularizer.To obtain a sparsity promoting regularizer we can choose
x x x= ål l lÎL ww q1;( ) ≔ ∣ ∣  where Îq 1, 2[ ] and >l lwinf 0. Since Îq 1, 2[ ]wehave
l l
- winf q w2 1 1;· ( ) ·    and hence w1;·  is coercive. As a sumofweakly sequentially lower semi-
continuous functionals it is alsoweakly sequentially lower semi-continuous [35]. Therefore Condition (A6) is
satisfied for theweightedℓq-norm. Togetherwith theorem2.2, we conclude that the resultingweighted sparse
aNETT regularizer + -x x c x xE D E2w1; 2
2( ) ( ) ( ◦ )( )     is a coercive andweakly sequentially lower semi-
continuous functional.
3
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For the further analysis wewillmake the following assumptions regarding the similarity
measure ´  ¥  : 0,[ ].
Condition 2.4 Similaritymeasure.
(B1) " =  =y y y y y y, : , 00 1 0 1 0 1( ) .
(B2)  is sequentially lower semi-continuouswith respect to theweak topology in the first and the norm
topology in the second argument.
(B3) " Î   Î  y y y y y: , 0n n n n( ) ( ( ) as  ¥n ).
(B4)  y y, 0n( ) as  ¥n (" Î < ¥    z z y z y z y: , , ,n( ) ( ) ( )).
(B5) a" Î " >y 0: $ Î x with a+ < ¥ x y xK ,( ) ( ) .
While (B1)–(B4) restrict the choice of the similaritymeasure, (B5) is a technical assumption involving the
forward operator, the regularizer and the similaritymeasure, that is required for the existence ofminimizers. For
amore detailed discussion of these assumptionswe refer to [40].
Example 2.5 Similaritymeasures using the norm.A classical example of a similaritymeasure satisfying (B1)–
(B4) is given by = - y y y y, p0 1 0 1( )   for some p 1 andmore generally by y= - y y y y,0 1 0 1( ) ( )  , where
y ¥  ¥: 0, 0,[ ) [ ) is a continuous andmonotonically increasing function that satisfies y" =t t0: ( )
 =t0 0.
Taking into account theorem2.2, Conditions 2.1 and 2.4 imply that the aNETT functional a y, defined by
(1.3), (2.1) is proper, coercive andweakly sequentially lower semi-continuous. This in particular implies the
existence ofminimizers of a y, for all data Î y and regularization parameters a > 0 (compare ) [2, 31].
2.2. Stability
Nextwe prove the stability ofminimizing the aNETT functional a y, regarding perturbations of the data y .
Theorem2.6 Stability. Let Conditions 2.1 and 2.4 hold, Î y and a > 0.Moreover, let ÎÎ  yn n( ) be a
sequence of perturbed datawith  y y, 0n( ) and considerminimizers Î ax arg minn y, n. Then the sequence
ÎÎ  xn n( ) has at least one weak accumulation point andweak accumulation points areminimizers of a y, .
Moreover, for anyweak accumulation point x‡ of Îxn n( ) and any subsequence t Îx n n( )( ) with t x xn( ) ‡ we
have t x xn( ) ( )( ) ‡ .
Proof. Let Î x be such that < ¥a xy, ( ) . By definition of xn wehave a a  x xy n y, ,n n( ) ( ). Since by
assumption  y y, 0n( ) and < ¥ x yK ,( ) , we have   x y x yK K, ,n( ) ( ). This implies that a xy, n( )
is bounded by some positive constant m for sufficiently large n. By definition of a y, n wehave
a a+a    x x m xn y n, n( ) ( ) ( ). Since is coercive it follows that Îxn n( ) is a bounded sequence and
hence it has aweakly convergent subsequence.
Let t Îx n n( )( ) be aweakly convergent subsequence of Îxn n( ) and denote its limit by x‡. By the lower semi-
continuity we get t t¥ x y x yK K, lim inf ,n n n( ) ( )‡ ( ) ( ) and t¥ x xlim infn n( ) ( )‡ ( ) . Thus for all





a t t t




   

 
x x y x
x y x x x
K
K
lim inf , lim inf
lim sup , lim sup .
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, ,n
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
‡
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
This shows that Î ax arg min y,‡ and, by considering =x x‡ in the above displayed equation, that








t a t t t
a




x x x y
x x y x
K
K
lim sup lim sup lim inf ,
, .





( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
‡ ‡ ‡
( )
This shows t x xn( ) ( )( ) ‡ as  ¥n and concludes the proof. ,
In the followingwe say that the similaritymeasure  satisfies the quasi triangle-inequality if there is some
q 1 such that
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" Î +   y y y y y q y y y y, , : , , , . 2.20 1 2 0 1 0 2 2 1( ) · ( ( ) ( )) ( )
While this property is essential for deriving convergence rate results, wewill showbelow that it is not enough to
guarantee stability ofminimizing the augmentedNETT functional in the sense of theorem2.6. Note that [31]
assumes the quasi triangle-inequality (2.2) instead of Condition (B4). The following remarks shows that (2.2) is
not sufficient for the stability result of theorem2.6 to hold and therefore Condition (B4)has to be added to the
list of assumptions in [31] required for the stability.
Example 2.7 Instability in the absence of Condition (B4).Consider the similaritymeasure
´  ¥  : 0,[ ]defined by
- y y H y y y, , 2.30 1 1 0 1
2( ) ≔ ( ) ( ) 
where H: 0, 1[ ] is defined by =H y 11( ) if y 11  and =H y 21( ) otherwise.Moreover, choose = ,
let =K Id be the identity operator and suppose the regularizer takes the form = 2·  .
• The similaritymeasure defined in (2.3) satisfies (B1)–(B3): Convergence with respect to  is equivalent
to convergence in normwhich implies that (B3) is satisfied.Moreover, we have " =y y y y, : ,0 1 0 1( )
 =y y0 0 1, which is (B1). Consider sequences z zn and y yn . The sequential lower semi-continuity
stated in (B2) can be derived by separately looking at the cases z 1  and >z 1  . In thefirst case, by the
continuity of the normwehave " Î  n H z H z: n( ) ( ). In the second case, we have >y 1n  for n
sufficiently large. In both cases, the lower semi-continuity property follows from theweak lower semi-
continuity property of the norm.
• The similaritymeasure defined by (2.3) does not satisfy (B4): To see this, we define d+y y1n n≔ ( ) where
=y 1  and d > 0n is taken as a non-increasing sequence converging to zero.We have y yn and hence also
 y y, 0n( ) as  ¥n . For any Î z wehave < ¥ z y,( ) and = -  z y z y, 2n n 2( )  
- = z y z y2 2 ,2 ( )  as  ¥n . In particular,  z y, n( ) does not converge to  z y,( ) if ¹z y and
therefore (B5) does not hold. In summary, all requirement for theorem2.6 are satisfied, except of the
continuity assumption (B4).
• Wehave - - y y y y y y, 20 1 2 0 1 0 1 2( )    which implies that the similaritymeasure satisfies the quasi
triangle-inequality (2.2). However as shownnext, this is not sufficient for stable reconstruction in the sense
of theorem 2.6. To that end, let d+y y1n n≔ ( ) with =y 1  and d  0n and let a > 0. In particular,
= - x y x y, 2n n
2( )   and = - x y x y, 2( )   . Therefore theminimizer of a+arg min x, y xn 2( )  
with perturbed data yn is given by a= +x y 1 2n n ( ) and theminimizer of a+ x y x, n 2( )   for data y is
given by a= +x y 1( )‡ .We see that a +x y 1 2n ( ), which is clearly different from x‡. In particular,
minimizing a+ y, 2( · ) ·  does not stably depend on data y . Theorem2.6 states that stability holds if
(B4) is satisfied.
While the above examplemay seem somehow constructed, it shows that one has to be careful when choosing
the similaritymeasure in order to obtain a stable reconstruction scheme.
2.3. Convergence
In this subsectionwe consider the limit process as the noise-level δ tends to 0. Assuming that Îy Kran( )we
would expect the regularized solutions to converge to some solution of the equation =x yK . This raises the
obvious questionwhether this solution has any additional properties. In fact, we prove that theminimizers of the
aNETT functional for noisy data converge to such a special kind of solution, namely solutions whichminimize
 among all possible solutions. For that purpose, here and belowwe use the following notation.
Definiton 2.8-minimizing solutions. For Î y , we call an element Î x dom( )‡ an-minimizing
solution of the equation =x yK if
Î Î  = x Karg min x : x dom x y .{ ( ) ( ) }‡
An-minimizing solution always exists provided that data satisfies Î y K dom( ( )), whichmeans that the
equation =x yK has at least one solutionwith finite value of. To see this, consider a sequence of solutions
Îxn n( ) with  =  < ¥  x x x y xKinf :n( ) { ( ) ( ) }. Since is coercive there exists aweakly convergent
subsequence t Îx n n( )( ) withweak limit x‡. Using theweak sequential lower semi-continuity of one
concludes that x‡ is an-minimizing solution.Wefirst showweak convergence.
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Theorem2.9Weak convergence of aNETT. Suppose Conditions 2.1 and 2.4 are satisfied. Let Î y K dom( ( )),
d Î ¥Î 0,n n( ) ( ) with d  0n and let ÎÎ  yn n( ) satisfy d y y, n n( ) . Choose a > 0n such that
d a a= =¥ ¥lim lim 0n n n n n and let Î ax arg minn y,n n. Then the following hold:
(a) Îxn n( ) has at least one weakly convergent subsequence.
(b) All accumulation points of Îxn n( ) are-minimizing solutions of =x yK .
(c) For every convergent subsequence t Îx n n( )( ) it holds t x xn( ) ( )( ) ‡ .
(d) If the-minimizing solution x‡ is unique then x xn ‡.
Proof. (a): Because Î y K dom( ( )), there exists an-minimizing solution of the equation =x yK whichwe









x x y x x y x
y y x x
K K, ,
, . 2.4
n n n n n n n n
n n n n
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
‡ ‡
‡ ‡
Because a d , 0n n this shows that Î xn n( ( )) is bounded.Due to the coercivity of the aNETT regularizer (see
theorem2.2), this implies that Îxn n( ) has aweakly convergent subsequence.
(b), (c): Let t Îx n n( )( ) beaweakly convergent subsequenceof Îxn n( ) with limit x . Fromtheweak lower semi-
continuityweget a+ +t t t t t¥ ¥     x y x y x x yK K K, lim inf , lim inf ,n n n n n n n( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ‡ ( )






¥ ¥      x x x x xlim inf lim infn n n n
n




where for the second last inequality we used (2.4) and for the last equality we used that d a  0n n .
Therefore, x is an-minimizing solution of the equation =x yK . In a similarmanner we derive
d a + =t t t¥ ¥     x x x xlim inf lim supn n n n n( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ‡ which shows t  x xn( ) ( )( ) .
(d): If =x yK has a unique-minimizing solution x‡, then every subsequence of Îxn n( ) has itself a
subsequenceweakly converging to x‡, which implies that Îxn n( ) weakly converges to the-minimizing
solution. ,
Nextwe derive strong convergence of the regularized solutions. To this endwe recall the absolute Bregman
distance, themodulus of total nonlinearity and the total nonlinearity, defined in [31].
Definiton 2.10Absolute Bregmandistance. Let  ¥ : 0,[ ]beGâteaux differentiable at Î x . The
absolute Bregman distanceD  ¥  x, : 0,( · ) [ ]at x with respect to  is defined by
" Î D - - ¢ -      x x x x x x x x: , .( ) ≔ ∣ ( ) ( ) ( )( )∣
Here and below ¢ x( ) denotes theGâteaux derivative of  at x .
Definiton 2.11Modulus of total nonlinearity and total nonlinearity. Let  ¥ : 0,[ ]beGâteaux
differentiable at Î x .We define themodulus of total nonlinearity of  at x as
n ¥  ¥ D - =    x t x x x x t, : 0, 0, : inf , :( · ) [ ) [ ) { ( ) }   .We call  totally nonlinear at x if
n > x t, 0( ) for all Î ¥t 0,( ).
Using these definitionswe get the following convergence result in the norm topology.
Theorem2.12 Strong convergence of aNETT. Let Conditions 2.1 and 2.4 hold, Î y K dom( ( )) and let be
totally nonlinear at all-minimizing solutions of =x yK . Let aÎ Î Î  y x, ,n n n n n n( ) ( ) ( ) be as in theorem 2.9.
Then there is a subsequence t Îx n n( )( ) which converges in norm to an-minimizing solution x‡ of =x yK . If the
-minimizing solution is unique, then x xn ‡ as  ¥n .
Proof. In [31], proposition 2.9 it is shown that the total nonlinearity of implies that for every bounded
sequence Îzn n( ) withD  z z, 0n( ) it holds that z zn . Theorem2.9 gives us aweakly converging
subsequence t Îx n n( )( ) of Îxn n( ) withweak limit x‡ and t x xn( ) ( )( ) ‡ . By the definition of the absolute
Bregman distance it follows thatD t x x, 0n( )( ) ‡ and hence, together with [31], proposition 2.9, that
tx xn( ) ‡. If the-minimizing solution of =x yK is unique, then every subsequence has a subsequence
converging to x‡ and hence the claim follows. ,
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2.4. Convergence rates
Wewill nowprove convergence rates by deriving quantitative estimates for the absolute Bregman distance
between-minimizing solutions for exact data and regularized solutions for noisy data. The convergence rates
will be derived under the additional assumption that  satisfies the quasi triangle-inequality (2.2).
Proposition 2.13Convergence rates for aNETT. Let the assumptions of theorem 2.12 be satisfied and suppose that
 satisfies the quasi triangle-inequality (2.2) for some q 1. Let Î x‡ be an-minimizing solution of =x yK
such that is Gâteaux differentiable at x‡ and assume there exist > c, 0 with
" Î -  D - +     x x x x x x x c x xK K: , , . 2.5( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ 
For any d > 0, let Îd y be noisy data satisfying dd y xK, 1 2( )‡ , dd x yK , 1 2( )‡ , andwrite
Îa
d
a dx arg min y, . Then the following hold:
(a) For sufficiently smallα, it holds d a d aD - +a
d
 x x c q c q, 42 2( )‡ .
(b) If a d , then dD =a
d  x x,( ) ( )‡ as d  0.
Proof.By definition of a
dx wehave a a d+ -a
d d
a
d d    x y x x x yK K, , 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( )‡ ‡ . By theorem 2.12 for
sufficiently smallαwe can assume that -a
d x x‡  and hence































x x x x c x x
x x y x x y c x x
x y c q c q x y
K K





( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( )) ( )
( ) ( )
‡ ‡ ‡
‡
Togetherwith the inequality of arithmetic and geometricmeans + a b ab2( ) for = ad da x yK ,( ) and
a=b c q 42 2 this implies a d ad aD - +a
d
 x x c q c q, 42 2 2( )‡ which shows (a). Item (b) is an immediate
consequence of (a). ,
The following results is ourmain convergence rates result. It is similar to proposition [31], theorem 3.1, but
uses different assumptions.
Theorem2.14Convergence rates forfinite rank operators. Let the assumptions of theorem 2.12 be satisfied, take
= - y y y y,1 2 1 2
2( )   , assume K has finite dimensional range and that is Lipschitz continuous andGâteaux
differentiable. For any d > 0, let Îd y be noisy data satisfying d-d y xK ‡  andwrite Îad a dx arg min y, .
Then for the parameter choice a d we have the convergence rates result dD =a
d  x x,( ) ( )‡ as d  0.
Proof.According to proposition 2.13, it is sufficient to show that (2.5) holds with -x xK K ‡  in place of
 x xK K, 1 2( )‡ . For that purpose, let P denote the orthogonal projection onto the null-space Kker( ) and let L be
a Lipschitz constant of. Since K restricted to ^Kker ( ) is injective with finite dimensional range, we can choose
a constant >a 0 such that " Î ^ z z a zK Kker :( )    .
Wefirst show the estimates
" Î - -  x x x L a x xK K: 2.6( ) ( ) ( ) ( )‡ ‡ 
" Î á ¢ - ñ ¢ -  x x x x x a x xK K: , . 2.7∣ ( ) ∣ ( ( ) ) ( )‡ ‡ ‡ ‡   
To that end, let Î x andwrite - +x x x xP P0 ≔ ( )‡ ‡ . Then =x xK K0 ‡. Since x‡ is an-minimizing
solution, we have - - -    x x x x L x x0 0( ) ( ) ( ) ( )‡  . Since - Î ^x x Kker0 ( ) , we have
- = - -x x x x a x xK K K 0 0( )‡     . The last two estimates prove (2.6). Because x‡ is an-minimiz-
ing solution, we have á ¢ - ñ = x x x, 0( )‡ ‡ whenever - Îx x Kker( )‡ . On the other hand, using that is
Gâteaux differentiable and that K hasfinite rank, shows á ¢ - ñ ¢ -- x x x x a x xK, 1∣ ( ) ∣ ( ) ( )‡ ‡ ‡ ‡    for
- Î ^x x Kker ( )‡ . This proves (2.7).
Inequality (2.6) implies - - + -   x x x x L a x xK K2∣ ( ) ( )∣ ( ) ( ) ( )‡ ‡ ‡ . Together with (2.7)
this yields
D = - - á ¢ - ñ
- + á ¢ - ñ







x x x x x x x
x x x x x




( ) ∣ ( ) ( ) ( ) ∣
∣ ( ) ( )∣ ∣ ( ) ∣
( ) ( ) ( ( ) )
‡ ‡ ‡ ‡
‡ ‡ ‡
‡ ‡ ‡   
which proves (2.5)with = + ¢c L x a2( ( ) )‡  . ,
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Note that the theoretical results stated remain valid, if we replace by a general coercive andweakly lower
semi-continuous regularizer  ¥ : 0,[ ].
3. Practical realization
In this sectionwe investigate practical aspects of aNETT.We present a possible network architecture together
with a possible training strategy in the discrete setting3. Further we discussminimization of aNETTusing the
ADMMalgorithm. For the sake of clarity we restrict our discussion to the finite dimensional case where
= ´ N N and L = L2ℓ ( ) for afinite index setΛ.
3.1. Proposedmodular aNETT training
Tofind a suitable network D E◦ defining the aNETT regularizer = + - x x c x xE D E2 2( ) ( ( )) ( ) ◦ ( )  ,
we propose amodular data driven approach that comes in two separate steps. In a first step, we train a
-regularized denoising autoencoder D E◦ independent of the forward problem K, whose purpose is towell
represent elements of a training data set by low complexity encoder coefficients. In a second step, we train a task-
specific network that increases the ability of the aNETT regularizer to distinguish between clean images and
images containing problem specific artifacts.
Let Îx x,..., m1 denote the given set of artifact-free training phantoms.
• –REGULARIZEDAUTOENCODER:
First, an autoencoder D E◦ is trained such that xi is close to  xD E i◦ ( ) and that xE i( ( )) is small for the
given training signals. For that purpose, let q q qÎQD E( ◦ ) be a family of autoencoder networks, where
q ´ L E : N N are encoder and q L ´ D : N N decoder networks, respectively.
To achieve that unperturbed images are sparsely represented by E, whereas disrupted images are not, we
apply the following training strategy.We randomly generate images + x ai i i where i is additive Gaussian
white noise with a standard deviation proportional to themean value of xi, and Îa 0, 1i { } is a binary random
variable that takes each valuewith probability 0.5. For the numerical results belowwe use a standard deviation of
0.05 times themean value of xi. To select the particular autoencoder based on the training data, we consider the
following training strategy
åq n b qÎ + - + - +q q q q
=
 D E Earg min 1
m






2* ( ◦ )( ) ( ) ( ( )) ( )   
and set q qD E D E, ,* *[ ] ≔ [ ]. Here n b >, 0 are regularization parameters.
Including perturbed signals + xi i in (3.1) increases robustness of the-regularized autoencoder. To
enforce regularity for the encoder coefficients only on the noise-free images, the penalty E( ( · )) is only used for
the noise-free inputs, reflected by the pre-factor - a1 i. Using auto-encoders, regularity for a signal class could
also be achieved bymeans of dimensionality reduction techniques, where L is used as a bottleneck in the
network architecture. However, in order to get a regularizer that is able to distinguish between perturbed and
unperturbed signals we use L to be of sufficiently high dimensionality.
• TASK-SPECIFICNETWORK:
Numerical simulations showed that the-regularized autoencoder alonewas not able to sufficiently well
distinguish between artifact-free training phantoms and images containing problem specific artifacts. In order
to address this issue, we compose the operator independent networkwith another network U, that is trained to
distinguish between imageswith andwithout problem specific artifacts.
For that purpose, we consider randomly generated images z z,..., m1 where either = z xD Ei i( ◦ )( ) or
h= +z xD E K Ki i i( ◦ )( ( ))‡ with equal probability. Here K‡ is an approximate right inverse and hi are error
termsWe choose a network architecture q qÎQU( ) and select = qU U *, where











2* ( ) ( )   
for some regularization parameter g > 0. In particular, the image residuals h+ - xD E K K i i( ◦ )( ( ))‡
 xD E i( ◦ )( ) nowdepend on the specific inverse problem andwe can consider them to consist of operator and
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The above training procedure ensures that the network U adapts to the inverse problem at hand as well as to
the-regularized autoencoder. Training the network U independently of D E◦ , or directly training the auto-
encoder to distinguish between imageswith andwithout problem specific artifacts, we empirically found to
perform considerably worse.
Thefinal autoencoder is then given as =N D E◦ withmodular decoder D U D≔ ◦ . For the numerical
results we take q qÎQU( ) as the tight frameU-Net of [38].Moreover, we choose q q qÎQD E( ◦ ) asmodified tight
frameU-Net proposed in [37] for deep synthesis regularization. In particular, opposed to the original tight frame
U-net, themodified tight frameU-Net does not involve skip connections.
3.2. Possible aNETTminimization
Forminimizing the aNETT functional (1.3)we use the alternating directionmethod ofmultiplies (ADMM)with
















( ) ( ) ( )
( )
 
The resultingADMMupdate schemewith scaling parameter r > 0 initialized by x = dyE K0 ( )‡ and h = 00 then
reads as follows:
(S1) a r x h= + - + - +d+ x K N Earg min x, y c 2 x x 2 xk x k k1 2
2
2
2( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )    .
(S2) x a x r x h= + - +x+ + Earg min 2 xk k k1 1 2
2( ) ( ) ( )  .
(S3) h h x= + -+ + +xEk k k k1 1 1( ( ) ).
One interesting feature of the above approach is that the signal update (S1) is independent of the possibly
non-smooth penalty.Moreover, the encoder update (S2) uses the proximalmapping of which in important
special cases can be evaluated explicitly and therefore fast and exact.Moreover, it guarantees regular encoder
coefficients during each iteration. For example, if we choose the penalty as theℓ1-norm, then (S2) is a soft-
thresholding stepwhich results in sparse encoder coefficients. Step (S1) in typical cases has to be computed
iteratively via an inner iteration. Tofind an approximate solution for (S1) for the results presented belowwe use
gradient descent with atmost 10 iterations.We stop the gradient descent updates early if the difference of the
functional evaluated at two consecutive iterations is below our predefined tolerance of 10−5.
The concrete implementation of the aNETTminimization requires specification of the similaritymeasure,
the total number of outer iterations Niter, the step-size γ for the iteration in (S1) and the parameters defining the
aNETT functional. These specifications are selected dependent of the inverse problem at hand. Table 1 lists the
particular choices for the reconstruction scenarios considered in the following section.
In order to choose the parameters for the numerical simulationswe have tested different values and
manually chose the parameters whichmaximized performance among the considered parameters. Another way
of choosing these parameters could be to try and learn these parameters from the data using some kind of
machine learning approach or choose a bilevel approach similar to [44].
In the simulationswe have observed that choosing c larger will tend to oversmooth the resulting
reconstructions. Taking a smaller value for cwe observed that themanifold term -x xN 2( )  tends to be
undervalued resulting inworse performance. In a similar fashionwe found that choosing a larger will have a
smoothing effect on the resulting reconstructions while lowering awillmake the reconstructions less smooth.
TheADMMscheme for aNETTminimization shares similarities with existing iterative neural network
based reconstructionmethods. In particular, ADMMinspired plug-and-play priors [15–17]may bemost closely
related.However, opposed the plug and play approachwe can deduce convergence from existing results for
ADMMfor non-convex problems [45].While convergence of (S1)–(S3) and relationswith plug and play priors
are interesting and relevant, they are beyond the scope of this work. This also applies to the comparisonwith
other iterativeminimization schemes forminimizing aNETT.
Table 1.Parameter specifications for proposed aNETT functional and it numericalminimization.
α c γ Niter Nj noisemodel 
Sparse view 10−4 102 -5 10 1· 50 40 Gaussian, s = 0.02  2· 
Lowdose -5 10 3· 102 10−3 20 1138 Poisson, =p 104 KL
Universality 10−4 102 -5 10 1· 50 160 Gaussian, s = 0.02  2· 
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4. Application to sparse view and lowdoseCT
In this sectionwe apply aNETT regularization to sparse view and low-dose computed tomography (CT). For the
experiments we always choose to be theℓ1-norm. The parameter specifications for the proposed aNETT

















Here Î ´x N N is the ground truth image and Î ´x N Nrec its numerical reconstruction. Higher value of
PSNR indicates better reconstruction.
4.1.Discretization and dataset
For sparse viewCT aswell as for low dose CTweworkwith a discretization of the Radon transform
òj j j j j- +f s f s t s t tR , cos sin , sin cos d( )( ) ≔ ( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )) . The values jf sR ,( )( ) are integrals of the
function  f : 2 over lines orthogonal to j j tcos , sin( ( ) ( )) for anglej pÎ 0,[ ) and signed distance
Î s .We discretize the Radon transformusing theODL library [46]wherewe assume that the function has
compact support in -1, 1 2[ ] and sampled on an equidistant grid.We useNj equidistant samples ofj pÎ 0,[ )
andNs equidistant samples of Î -s 1.5, 1.5[ ]. In both cases, we end upwith an inverse problemof the form
(1.1), where ´ ´j K: N N N Ns is the discretized linear forward operator. Elements Î ´x N N will be referred
to as CT images and the elements Î ´jy N Ns as sinograms.
For all results presented belowweworkwith image size 512×512 and useNs=768. The number of
angular samplesNj is taken 40 for sparse viewCT and =jN 1138 for the lowdose example. In both cases we use
theCT images from the LowDoseCTGrandChallenge dataset [47] provided by theMayoClinic. The dataset
consists of 512×512 grayscale images of 10 different patients, where for each patient there aremultiple CT
scanning series available.We use the split 7 2 1 for training, validation and testingwhich corresponds to
4267 1143 526 CT images in the respective sets.We use the validation set to select networkswhich achieve the
minimal loss on the validation set. The test set is used to evaluate the final performance. Note that by splitting of
the dataset according to patient we avoid validation and testing on images patients that have already be seen
during training time. An example image and the corresponding simulated sparse view and low-dose sinogram
are shown infigure 1.
4.2. Numerical results
Wecompare results of aNETT to the learned primal-dual algorithm (LPD) [48], the tight frameU-Net [38]
applied as post-processing network (CNN) and thefiltered back-projection (FBP).Minimization of the
loss-function for allmethodswas done usingAdam [49] for 100 epochs, cosine decay learning rate
h h p= + t2 1 cos 100t 0( ) · ( ( ))with h = -100 3 in the t-th epoch, and a batch-size of 4. For LPDwe take the
hyper-parameters = =N N 5primal dual andN=7 network iterations and train according to [48]. Here, we
choose to only useN= 7 network iterations becausewe observed instabilities during the training phase when
this parameter was chosen larger andwe have not performed any parametr tuning. For training of the tight
frameU-Net we do not follow the patch approach of [38] but instead use full images obtainedwith FBP asCNN
inputs. Training of all the networks was done on aGTX1080Tiwith an Intel Xeon Bronze 3104CPU.
Figure 1. Left: Example image randomly drawn from the dataset.Middle: Corresponding sparse view sinogram (40 directions). Right:
low dose sinogram.
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• SPARSEVIEWCT: to simulate sparse view datawe evaluate the Radon transform for =jN 40 directions.We
generate noisy data h= +d dy xK by addingGaussianwhite noise with standard deviation taken as 0.02
times themean value of xK .We use theℓ2-normdistance as the similaritymeasure. Quantitative results
evaluated on the test set are shown in table 2. All learning-basedmethods yield comparable performance in
terms of PSNR and clearly outperformFBP. The reconstructions shown infigure 2 indicate that aNETT
reconstructions are less smooth thanCNN reconstructions and less blocky than LPD reconstructions.
• LOWDOSECT: for the lowdose problem,we use a fully sampled sinogramwith =jN 1138 and add Poisson
noise corresponding to 104 incident photons per pixel bin. TheKullback-Leibler divergence KL is amore
appropriate discrepancy term than the squaredℓ2-normdistance in case of Poisson noise and the reported
values and reconstructions use theKullback-Leibler divergence as the similaritymeasure. Quantitative results
are shown in table 2. Again, all learning-basedmethods give similar results and significantly outperformFBP.
Visual comparison of the reconstructions infigure 3 shows that CNNyields cartoon like images and the LPD
reconstruction again looks blocky. The aNETT reconstruction showsmore texture than theCNN
reconstruction and at the same time is less blocky than the LPD reconstruction.
• UNIVERSALITY: in practical applications, wemay not have afixed sampling pattern. If we havemany different
sampling patterns, then training a network for each sampling pattern is infeasible and hence reconstruction
methods should be applicable to different sampling scenarios. Additionally, it is desirable that an increased
number of samples indeed increases performance. In order to test this issue, we consider the sparse viewCT
problembutwith an increased number of angular sampleswithout retraining the networks. Due to the rigidity
Table 2.Overview ofmetric results evaluated on the test-set. The values shown are
the average of the PSNR±the standard deviation calculated over the test dataset.
The values in bold show the best results. Thena entrymeans that LPDwas not
applied to this problem setting, as in the used framework there is no canonical way
to use LPDwithmodified sampling pattern.
PSNR FBP LPD Post aNETT
Sparse view 23.8±1.3 37.9 1.2 37.1±0.9 37.1±1.0
Lowdose 36.9±1.6 43.6±1.3 44.1 1.5 43.9±1.3
Universality 32.4±1.6 na 37.7±0.8 38.3 1.0
Figure 2.Reconstructions for sparse viewCTdata from =jN 40 angular directions. The intensity range of all images is -500, 500[ ]
HU.
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of the used framework LPD cannot easily be adapted to this problem andwe therefore decided to only
compare aNETTwith the post-processing CNN. For the results presented here, no networkwas retrained.
Quantitative evaluation for this scenario is given in table 2.We see that aNETT slightly outperforms theCNN
in terms of PSNR. The advantage of aNETTover CNN, however, is best observed infigure 4.One observes
Figure 4.Universality of aNETTdue to change of angular sampling pattern. Top row: Ground truth and reconstructions from40
angular directions. Bottom: Reconstructions from160 angular directions. All reconstruction use the networks trainedwith 40 angular
directions.While aNETT shows increased resolution for ncreased angular sampling, CNNdoes not.
Figure 3.Reconstructions results from lowdose CTdata. The intensity range of all images is -200, 200[ ]HU.
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that CNNyields a similar reconstructions for both angular sampling patterns. On the other hand, aNETT is
able to synergistically combine the increased sampling rate of the sinogramwith the network trained on
coarsely sampled data. Despite using the network trainedwith only 40 angular samples, aNETT reconstructs
small details which are not present in the reconstruction from40 angular samples.
4.3.Discussion
The results show that the proposed aNETT regularization is competitive with prominent deep-learning
methods such as LPD and post-processing CNNs.We found that the aNETTdoes not suffer asmuch fromover-
smoothingwhich is often observed in other deep-learning reconstructionmethods. This can for example be
seen infigure 3where theCNNyields an over-smoothed reconstruction and the aNETT reconstruction shows
more texture. Besides this, aNETT reconstructions are less blocky than LPD reconstructions.Moreover, aNETT
is able to leverage higher sampling rates without retraining the networks to reconstruct small details while other
deep-learningmethods fail to do so.We conjecture that this advantage arises due to the fact that aNETT can
make use of the higher sampling rate using the data-consistency term in (1.3), while theCNN is agnostic to this
change in the sampling rate. In some scenarios, itmay not be possible to retrain networks. Especially for learned
iterative schemes network training is a time-consuming task. Training aNETTon the other hand is
straightforward and, as demonstrated, yields amethodwhich is robust to changes of the forward problem
during testing time.
While amore extensive studywith respect to the influence of noise could be done to further analyse the
advantages and disadvantages of eachmethod, this is not ourmain focus here and is thus postponed to a future
study.
Finally, we note that aNETT relies onminimizing (1.3) iteratively.With the use of the ADMMminimization
scheme presented in this article, aNETT is slower than themethods used for comparison in this article.
Designing faster optimization schemes for (1.3) is beyond the scope of this work, but is an important and
interesting aspect.
5. Conclusion
Wehave proposed the aNETT (augmentedNETworkTikhonov) for whichwe derived coercivity of the
regularizer under quitemild assumptions on the networks involved. Using this coercivity we presented a
convergence analysis of aNETTwith a general similaritymeasure .We proposed amodular training strategy in
whichwefirst train an-regularized autoencoder independent of the problem at hand and then a network
which is adapted to the problem andfirst autoencoder. Experimentally we found this training strategy to be
superior to directly training the autoencoder on the full task. Lastly, we conducted numerical simulations
demonstrating the feasibility of aNETT.
The experiments show that aNETT is able to keep upwith the classical post-processing CNNs and the
learned primal-dual approach for sparse view and lowdoseCT. Typical deep learningmethodsworkwell for a
fixed sampling pattern onwhich they have been trained on.However, reconstructionmethods are expected to
performbetter if we use an increased sampling rate.We have experimentally shown that aNETT is able to
leverage higher sampling rates to reconstruct small details in the imageswhich are not visible in the other
reconstructions. This universality can be advantageous in applications where one is notfixed to one sampling
pattern or is not able to train a network for every sampling pattern.
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